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Bucolo, Salvatore: L’attrazione uomo-donna
tra creazione, caduta e redenzione: L’antropologia del desiderio sessuale e la sua redenzione in Cristo nella prospettiva di Sant’
Agostino, Siena: Cantagalli, 2015. – 521 p.
This study of Augustine by Salvatore
Bucolo is a masterful accomplishment of
theological anthropology. It gives an important reading of Augustine on two fronts. First,
it shows in detail how Augustine affirms the
full bodily and spiritual reality of human persons who retain their goodness even in the
wake of the devastating effects of sin. A central aspect of human nature is desire, which
is always ultimately desire for Christ, but in
sin it becomes destructive desire for other
creatures. B. shows well how Augustine develops a positive role for marriage in the healing
of this desire. Second, he shows the centrality
in Augustine of the nuptial theme of the marriage of Christ and the Church and that
Augustine uses the theme of spousal attraction to weave together many aspects of his
anthropology. THe text presents Augustine’s
theology from across the wide range of his
works, discussing how Augustine develops
these ideas throughout his career, a significant
accomplishment in itself. In the midst of this
accurate and illuminating study, B. wants to
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use Augustine to affirm the necessity of
attending to the difference between male and
female in the Church and the importance of
sexual difference in the way of perfection.
Here, his arguments fall short and remain
unconvincing.
THe book is divided into three major parts,
following a classic division in theological
anthropology discourse: human nature in its
original design, fallen nature, and redemption. Each part is divided into three chapters.
THroughout, B. gives a thorough presentation
of Augustine’s understanding of desire, sexuality, and marriage. Chapter 1 examines what
it means for humanity to be created in the
image of God, focusing on Augustine’s writings on Genesis, as well as other texts. What
he shows here is that the image of God is not
declined by gender but that male and female
both participate fully in the quality of image.
Gender difference is part of the original design
of creation and not a consequence of or prevision for sin. Augustine fully affirms the
bodily integrity of humanity, with no trace of
a platonic denigration of the body. Indeed,
since his major commentaries on Genesis were
written against the Manichees, Augustine is
careful to defend the goodness of the body,
and the goodness of the sexed body, unqualifiedly. In chapter 2, B. charts Augustine’s
theology of marriage developed against the
Manicheans in his early career and against the
Pelagians in his later years. He shows that these
two forces enable Augustine to express an
understanding of marriage that demonstrates
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of “a praxis of conscientious decision making”
for the moral judgment on specific situations.
In the sixth chapter, R. first examines the
ancient notion of the family as a domestic
church and its further development by Pope
John Paul II and Pope Francis. He then
considers how families can help pass the faith
to their children through stories, symbols,
prayer, and ritual, as well as how grace can
be mediated in non-traditional families.
Chapter seven studies the implications of
Amoris laetitia for canon law. In the following
chapter the author reflects on her experience
as she and her fiancé were going through their
own marriage preparation to make some suggestions on what might be more helpful for
couples in the process. She also mentions
some of the mistakes that even well-meaning
and experienced people can make in marriage
preparation. THe final chapter surveys the
positive reception of the apostolic exhortation
from theologians and episcopal conferences
in Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Argentina,
South Africa, and the United States.
As indicated in the conclusion by D., this
book clearly highlights three basic premises
of the apostolic exhortation. THe first premise is the emphasis on the dialogical nature
of the Church, for example illustrated by the
constant reference to the experiences of local
churches. Second, the book opens to a more
nuanced sexual anthropology which grounds
a richer understanding of both marital sacramentality and moral subjectivity. Marriage
is a choice you make, not just on your wedding day, but over and over again. It is therefore important to have a realistic account of
the human condition. Finally, the book provides a model of moral normativity defined
by the centrality of discernment in the integration of contextual dimensions.
THrough Amoris laetitia, the Pope calls
parishes to seriously consider their practice
of hospitality and to contemplate how they
reach out to people in their communities.
THis book is a well-structured and designed
volume that profoundly examines the pastoral dimension of the document and provides
end-of-chapter pastoral questions to guide
parish communities in responding to this
call. It is an insightful and practical book
for parishes and dioceses, especially for the

American context. However, European readers also may learn from the evaluation of the
practical aspects of implementation and the
issues a parish may need to flesh out.
Els Agten, Hasselt
Scanziani, Francesco: Giorno per giorno:
Primi passi di spiritualità coniugale, Bologna: EDB, 2015. – 119 p.
Come applicare nel quotidiano la Parola
di Dio? Non c’è una ricetta, ma questa presentata da Francesco Scanziani, sacerdote
della diocesi di Milano, docente di Antropologia Teologica nel Seminario arcivescovile di
Venegono e all’Istituto Superiore di Scienze
Religiose di Milano, è una testimonianza
esperienziale dei Gruppi di spiritualità familiare dell’Unità pastorale Caleotto-Germanedo di Lecco nella diocesi di Milano. Queste famiglie hanno sperimentato l’ascolto
della parola di Dio all’interno della coppia e
interagendo con altre famiglie. In questo
testo vengono, quindi, raccolte delle schede,
utili strumenti per aiutare all’ascolto della
parola di Dio a livello personale, di coppia e
di gruppo. Sono schede pensate e preparate
da coppie. Dopo un’attenta lectio comune di
un brano evangelico, meditato sotto la guida
di un sacerdote, la coppia riflette e impara
ad ascoltare in preghiera, scegliendo un luogo
adatto nella propria casa, seguendo un ritmo
semplice, ma costante: l’invocazione allo Spirito Santo, la recita di un Salmo, la preghiera
personale. Seguono poi la lectio e la meditatio,
e la condivisione della coppia e nel gruppo.
È un metodo di preghiera per attivare la spiritualità coniugale. Una volta appreso, si
potrà utilizzarlo in modo creativo, adattandolo a ciascuna coppia o al proprio gruppo.
I temi raccolti e presenti nella guida riguardano diversi riferimenti evangelici: l’ascolto,
la buona comunicazione, la preghiera, il perdono, la castità coniugale, il dono, la condivisione. Quando si ascolta occorre il silenzio
e questo proposto è un itinerario di fede per
accogliere e capire ciò che Dio vuole da noi
nelle nostre vite.
Angela Rossi, Chieti
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